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Abstract

Caused by the exponential growth of scientific001
research, the number of scientific publications002
and reports, one of the most urgent and chal-003
lenging tasks now is the early detection of trend-004
ing topics. In this paper, we investigate recent005
topic modeling approaches to accurately extract006
trending topics at an early stage. The incremen-007
tal training technique is suggested so that the008
model can operate on data in real-time. For vali-009
dation, we propose a novel dataset that contains010
a collection of early-stage articles and a set of011
key collocations for each trend. The proposed012
metric estimates the delay in days when deter-013
mining the trend, and the developed matching014
method suffices to calculate it automatically.015
The conducted experiments demonstrate that016
the topic model with regularization, namely017
ARTM, is superior to the base PLSA model.018
Apart from that, the best ARTM-based model019
is able to extract most of the labeled trends020
during the first year of their evolution.021

1 Introduction022

The rapid growth of the number of scientific publi-023

cations, journals, and conferences makes it effortful024

to reconstruct a full view of specific subject areas.025

Nowadays, people have to keep track of numerous026

emerging approaches, for which the global scien-027

tific importance is not always explicit at the first028

moment. Triggered by this fact, more attention is029

paid to the methods that solve the research trend030

identification task (Ho et al., 2014; Rotolo et al.,031

2015; Prabhakaran et al., 2016; Färber and Jatowt,032

2019; Uban et al., 2021).033

In this study, we consider the task of trend-like034

topic detection in real-time. The resulting topics035

should satisfy the following conditions. Firstly,036

they should contain as many trending topics as pos-037

sible. We utilize the definition of trend proposed038

by Kontostathis et al. (2004), where the emerg-039

ing trend is a topic, interest to which was strongly040

increased in a particular time interval. Secondly,041

trend-like topics should be identified as early as 042

possible by the time they appear. Finally, each 043

topic should be semantically homogeneous and im- 044

partible. 045

In our experiments we extract trend topics from 046

Artificial Intelligent (AI) field, but the proposed 047

approach can be as well applied to other scientific 048

fields in the future. The systems solving the defined 049

tasks can be used as a base for various applications: 050

early trend detection, visualization and analysis of 051

topic emergence, etc. 052

In order for the final model to operate in real- 053

time, we suggest incremental training. At each 054

timestamp, we aim to generate new topics as dis- 055

tant as possible from existing ones, which is not 056

implied a priori in some topic models. Apart from 057

that, most current topic modeling approaches have 058

issues associated with the dilution of topics and 059

terms, and the decorrelation of terms. To overcome 060

these and other similar problems, we apply a topic 061

model with additive regularization, namely ARTM 062

(Vorontsov and Potapenko, 2015). 063

Despite active research in the field, there is no 064

single quality metric for comparing trend detection 065

models. Thus, we propose our intuitional metric in 066

accordance with the assigned task. Moreover, we 067

propose an expertly assembled dataset for compari- 068

son, which we publish in the public domain. 069

Our contributions can be summarized as the fol- 070

lowing: 071

• We propose the usage of the topic model 072

with additive regularization to overcome the 073

disadvantages of current trend detection ap- 074

proaches. 075

• We suggest the incremental mechanism of 076

ARTM training utilizing trend keywords to 077

detect trend topics in real-time. 078

• We propose a novel public dataset to validate 079

trend topic detection approaches. 080
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2 Related Work081

Trend detection systems generally can be divided082

into two groups: semi-auto and auto approaches.083

We investigate only approaches that do not require084

human interaction.085

Generally, automatic detection of trends involves086

two stages: topic detection (or identification) and087

topic evolution (with emerging trend classifica-088

tion).089

The first stage is needed to construct the set of090

topics from which the trends will be selected. The091

following types of approaches can be distinguished:092

statistical, knowledge-based and hybrid. Statisti-093

cal approaches operate only when provided with094

text context. Various models have been already095

investigated in this direction: topic modeling (Prab-096

hakaran et al., 2016; Uban et al., 2021), clustering097

approaches (Mei and Zhai, 2005; Behpour et al.,098

2021), etc. Apart from that, some models utilize in-099

formation from knowledge bases like the web (Roy100

et al., 2002) or citation graphs (Erten et al., 2004;101

Chang and Blei, 2010). Hybrid approaches (Jo102

et al., 2007; He et al., 2009) combine term-based103

topic detection and co-citation/co-authorship graph104

analysis.105

Due to the specifics of our collection, namely the106

length of the full texts of articles, some of the neural107

approaches to the topic modeling (like BERTopic)108

are not directly applicable.109

Topic evolution is utilized to consider topic emer-110

gence in time. Here, some approaches use custom111

metrics based on the topic characteristics (Ho et al.,112

2014; Prabhakaran et al., 2016; Färber and Jatowt,113

2019; Behpour et al., 2021). Another category of114

approaches considers citations-based metrics. In115

this way, Le et al. (2006) proposed to use vari-116

ous temporal citation-based features to evaluate the117

growth in interest and utility of topics over time.118

To track topic emergence in real time, we inves-119

tigate incremental topic models. Some researchers120

(Canini et al., 2009; Hoffman et al., 2010) sug-121

gested online techniques for LDA. Nevertheless,122

due to the qualitative limitations of LDA-based123

approaches, we use the ARTM model (Vorontsov124

and Potapenko, 2015) and propose a method of125

its incremental training. Our incremental mecha-126

nism is based on trend keywords detection. Similar127

to our approach, Färber and Jatowt (2019) pro-128

posed a method to estimate the impact index of129

keywords but did not integrate it in the trend detec-130

tion pipeline.131

3 Trend Topic Detection 132

3.1 Approach 133

In this paper we consider the task of trending topic 134

detection in real-time. In order to be able to exper- 135

iment not only with models based on matrix fac- 136

torization but also other popular approaches (e.g. 137

clustering-based), we suggest to reduce the topic 138

detection task to a search problem. Broadly speak- 139

ing, we have a query for each topic (a topic name), 140

and the goal is to get relevant lists of terms and doc- 141

uments associated with it. In our case, the queries 142

are hidden. Thus, the system should return ranked 143

lists of per-topic documents and words for each 144

predefined timestamp. 145

To obtain real-time predictions, we suggest in- 146

cremental training of the topic model, so we can 147

only fine-tune the current model for each update 148

timestamp, not retrain it from scratch. 149

Let D be a collection of documents and W be a 150

dictionary of words (terms). After the last model 151

update, a new collection of documents D′ appears. 152

The model should analyze a set of emerging words 153

W ′ and update current topics T by adding new 154

topics T ′ to it. 155

The incremental model solves two subtasks: 156

choosing the number of new topics |T ′| and ini- 157

tializing new topics and adjusting them later. 158

Generally, topic modeling approaches operate 159

with matrices Φ and Θ representing word-topic and 160

topic-document distributions respectively. We sug- 161

gest an incremental update for each of them. We 162

consider block matrices Φ and Θ where each block 163

is associated with a timestamp and a collection of 164

documents at that time. At each update, we add 165

new rows and columns to these matrices. Figure 1 166

shows their features in terms of sparsity. We have 167

only zero values for the blocks showing the distri- 168

butions of W ′ in T , as well as T in D. Then, we 169

try to update the matrices so that new topics consist 170

mainly of new words. Thus, the block showing the 171

distribution of W in T ′ will be relatively sparse. 172

The same is true for T and D′. 173

In order to determine the number of new topics 174

for updating, we propose to use a criterion based 175

on the size of the emerging trend vocabulary V . 176

This vocabulary consists of terms that have become 177

much more commonly used compared to the mo- 178

ment of the last update of the topic model. 179

Let w ∈ W ∪ W ′ be a word from the current 180

corpus. At the current timestamp, this word is 181

added to V if it appears in at least mindf documents 182
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Self-supervised learning for new topi detetion

Ê. Â. Âîðîíöîâ + ...

27 îêòÿáðÿ 2021 ã.

Òèïè÷íàÿ ñèòóàöèÿ, êîãäà â òåìàòè÷åñêîé ìîäåëè íåîáõîäèìî ñîçäàâàòü íîâûå

òåìû � äîáàâëåíèå íîâîãî ïàêåòà äîêóìåíòîâ D′
ê êîëëåêöèè D. Â ñëîâàðüW äîáàâ-

ëÿþòñÿ íîâûå ñëîâà W ′
. Ìíîæåñòâî òåì T íàðàùèâàåòñÿ íîâûìè òåìàìè T ′

, ðèñ. 1.

Íåòðèâèàëüíûå ïðîáëåìû � êàê îïðåäåëèòü ÷èñëî íîâûõ òåì |T ′|, êàê îïðåäåëèòü

íàëè÷èå íîâîé òåìû â äîêóìåíòå, êàê èíèöèàëèçèðîâàòü íîâûå òåìû, è êàê êîððåê-

òèðîâàòü íîâûå òåìû ïî ìåðå óâåëè÷åíèÿ ÷èñëà ïðåäñòàâëÿþùèõ èõ äîêóìåíòîâ.

�èñ. 1. �àñøèðåíèå ìàòðèö Φ è Θ ïðè äîáàâëåíèè íîâîãî ïàêåòà äîêóìåíòîâ D′
.

Äëÿ ðåøåíèÿ íàçâàííûõ ïðîáëåì ïîñòàâèì íåñêîëüêî âñïîìîãàòåëüíûõ çàäà÷.

1. Çàäàí äîêóìåíò d ∈ D′
. Îïðåäåëèòü, èìååòñÿ ëè â í¼ì íîâàÿ òåìà, è åñëè äà,

òî êàêèå ñëîâà äîêóìåíòà d îòíîñÿòñÿ ê íîâîé òåìå. Âûäåëåíèå ìíîæåñòâà ñëîâ íî-

âîé òåìû èç äîêóìåíòà ïðåäïîëàãàåòñÿ èñïîëüçîâàòü äëÿ �îðìèðîâàíèÿ íà÷àëüíîãî

ïðèáëèæåíèÿ p(w | t) íîâîé òåìû.

2. Çàäàí ïàêåò äîêóìåíòîâ D′
, â êîòîðîì óæå âûäåëåíû äîêóìåíòû, ñîäåðæà-

ùèå íîâûå òåìû, à òàêæå ïîäìíîæåñòâà ñëîâ íîâûõ òåì â ýòèõ äîêóìåíòàõ. Îïðå-

äåëèòü, ñêîëüêî ðàçëè÷íûõ íîâûõ òåì ñîäåðæèòñÿ â D′
è ñ�îðìèðîâàòü íà÷àëüíûå

ïðèáëèæåíèÿ äëÿ ðàñïðåäåëåíèé p(w | t) ýòèõ íîâûõ òåì.

Äëÿ ðåøåíèÿ ïîñòàâëåííûõ çàäà÷ áóäåì �îðìèðîâàòü áîëüøèå îáó÷àþùèå âû-

áîðêè ïîëíîñòüþ àâòîìàòè÷åñêè, áåç ýêñïåðòíîé ðàçìåòêè, íà îñíîâå ìåòîäîëîãèè

ñàìîñòîÿòåëüíîãî îáó÷åíèÿ (self-supervised learning).

Ïðåäïîëîæåíèÿ

� Íîâûå äîêóìåíòû ìîãóò ñîäåðæàòü íîâûå òåìû.

� Íîâûõ ñëîâ íåò (èëè ïî÷òè íåò) â ñòàðûõ òåìàõ.

� Íîâûõ òåì íåò (èëè ïî÷òè íåò) â ñòàðûõ äîêóìåíòàõ.

� Íîâàÿ òåìà ñîñòîèò èç ñëîâ, èìåþùèõ ìàëûå âåðîÿòíîñòè â ñòàðûõ òåìàõ.

� Â îäíîì íîâîì äîêóìåíòå âîçìîæíî âûÿâèòü òîëüêî îäíó íîâóþ òåìó.

Figure 1: Incremental topic modeling. Zeros are marked
by red, a more sparse matrix is marked with a lighter
green.

and it satisfies the trend condition:183

tfnew − tfold

tfold
> α (1)184

Here, tfold is the count of the occurrence of w185

in documents D, and tfnew is the count of the oc-186

currence of w in D ∪D′. α is a regulation hyper-187

parameter that sets the degree of increase in the188

occurrence of the words to classify them as trend-189

ing.190

Further, the number of topics is defined as191

|T ′| = |Tstart|+
⌊ |V |

β

⌋
(2)192

In (2), Tstart determines the number of topics at193

the initial timestamp, β ∈ N limits the number of194

added topics, and ⌊·⌋ denotes an integer part.195

To solve the recommendation task, we leverage196

scores from the Φ and Θ matrices to rank docu-197

ments and words most appropriate for each topic.198

3.2 Evaluation199

At each iteration of the additional training of the200

incremental model, the search for the best topic for201

each trend is performed as the following.202

Let Dtrend and Wtrend be the labeled sets of doc-203

uments and words associated with the given trend204

respectively. At the output of the model, each topic205

is represented by two ranked lists denoted as Dtopic206

and Wtopic.207

To perform matching, we calculate scores based208

on the Recall@k metric:209

XRecall@k =
|Xtopic[:k] ∩Xtrend|

k
(3)210

Here, X[:k] denotes first k elements of the list X .211

X is replaced with W or D. We use two different212

values of k for documents and words, which are213

denoted as kD and kW .214

We combine DRecall@k and WRecall@k215

scores to estimate the relevance of the selected216

topic to the selected trend. We consider the trend 217

to be detected once it has been matched to some 218

extracted topic. 219

Since our goal is to minimize time delay for the 220

trend detection, the final quality metric is the aver- 221

age number of days that elapsed from the inception 222

of a trend to its selection by the model. In our case, 223

the inception date is the date of the earliest labeled 224

publication referred to the trend. 225

4 Dataset 226

4.1 Data Sources 227

We used the part of Semantic Scholar Open Re- 228

search Corpus as the main source of scientific pub- 229

lications. We considered only publications from 11 230

conferences that were selected based on data of top 231

venues of Google Scholar (AI, Computational Lin- 232

guistic, Computer Vision & Pattern Recognition 233

sections were chosen) and h-index exceeding 100. 234

We enriched our dataset by adding information 235

from the arXiv dataset1, and updated years for 236

some publications. We exclude the cases when 237

the article was first published on the arXiv site, 238

became available to the scientific community and 239

only after some time appeared in the proceedings 240

of some conference. 241

Eventually, our dataset contains the following 242

attributes for each publication: the paper id on 243

Semantic Scholar, the title, authors’ ids, venue, ids 244

of publications it refers to, ids of papers that refer 245

to it, the date of publication on the arXiv and the 246

date of the conference. 247

4.2 Markup 248

We used the reference graph from the Semantic 249

Scholar dataset for markup. Initially, we gener- 250

ated 87 trends for “model”, “method” and “task” 251

types. Further, for each trend we expertly selected 252

at least 10 relevant publications and more than 5 253

key collocations. 254

Thus, we collected a dataset with the following 255

structure: trend name, trend type, a subset of papers 256

related to the trend and trend keywords. The dataset 257

is publicly available at the link http://.... 258

5 Experiments 259

5.1 Implementation Details 260

We extracted collocations based on noun and verb 261

phrases and used it as additional input in the topic 262

1https://www.kaggle.com/
Cornell-University/arxiv
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Figure 2: Histogram represents the number of extracted
trend topics depending on delay from its start.

modeling approaches.263

The open-source BigARTM library (Vorontsov264

et al., 2015) was used to train topic modeling ap-265

proaches based on ARTM and PLSA. In the case of266

the ARTM model, we used the regularizer named267

Decorrelator Phi that contributes to the decorrela-268

tion of columns in the Φ matrix. The regularization269

coefficient τ was set to 0.2.270

We conducted our experiments for two se-271

quences of timestamps, updating every 30 days272

or 180 days. When updating the model, only those273

timestamps were used for which the emerging trend274

vocabulary was updated. In both cases, we started275

with |Tstart| = 50 initial topics, mindf was set to276

10 and α was set to 0.5. For the sequence with277

updating every 180 days we used β = 150 and for278

the 30-day-based sequence we used β = 100.279

5.2 Topic Detection280

We fitted two types of topic models, namely PLSA281

and ARTM, for two variants of sequences of times-282

tamps (30 and 180 days between updates). Thus,283

we analyze results of four models denoted as PLSA-284

30, ARTM-30, PLSA-180 and ARTM-180.285

We matched the extracted topics with the la-286

beled trend topics using scores described in Sec-287

tion 3.2. We used thresholds DRecall@k > 0.1288

and WRecall@k > 0.3 at each timestamp. Based289

on the matched trends, we calculated the delay be-290

tween inception and extraction dates of each trend.291

Distributions of delays are demonstrated in Figure292

2. The histogram illustrates that ARTM-180 is su-293

perior to PLSA-180 and even to PLSA-30 in the294

early detection task.295

Table 1 shows the calculated statistics for the296

day delay metric. It can be seen that ARTM-30297

Statistic PLSA ARTM
180 30 180 30

mean 526 450 541 428
min 12 1 16 0
25% 153 123 160 105
50% 484 300 367 238
75% 702 603 666 637
max 1966 2326 2880 2002

# extracted 53 57 73 74

Table 1: Statistics of delays over all extracted trend
topics for the chosen sequences of timestamps.

achieved the highest scores in the trend topics ex- 298

traction task. Moreover, both ARTM models ex- 299

tracted more than 70 trend topics while the PLSA- 300

based models detected only about 50 of 87. Al- 301

though ARTM-180 is not much superior PLSA-180 302

in terms of delays, it has extracted 20 more trends 303

due to the regularization. 304

The quality is limited by several factors: the 305

sizes of topics and their presence in the validation 306

dataset (for instance, “em algorithm” and “pattern 307

recognition” present quite weakly); the occurrence 308

of keywords in articles (the keyword “gpt” usually 309

appears in a paper only several times); the dataset 310

quality and the quality of internal components of 311

the approach such as the matching procedure. 312

6 Conclusion and Future Work 313

In this paper we investigated the topic modeling 314

approaches to the scientific trend topics detection 315

task. To make predictions in real-time, we pro- 316

posed incremental training which consists of topic 317

updating based on the current vocabulary of trend 318

words. We used the topic model with the regulariza- 319

tion, namely ARTM, to detect topics. We described 320

the validation process and proposed a method for 321

matching labeled trends and extracted topics. 322

The expertly labeled dataset was collected for 323

experiments. It consists of 87 groups of AI ar- 324

ticles (one group per trend) with corresponding 325

keywords. 326

The evaluation demonstrated that ARTM outper- 327

forms PLSA almost in all cases. Besides, the best 328

model is able to identify most of the trends during 329

the first year of their existence. 330

There are possible directions for further research: 331

tuning and improving the components of the cur- 332

rent approach, as well as the investigation of the 333

trend identification approaches. 334
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